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Foreword
Religion probably played the most important role

schematic designs based on the classification of the

in determining the structure and construction of

vedic sounds.

Indian scripts.
Later, the archaic, cursive forms of Maheshwari
Earlier, in the Indian culture, writing was considered

Brahmi evolved into the angular forms of Ashokan

as inferior to speech. And it was important to record

letters and further into Bharati, Devalipi (Nagari)

the Vedas too. And with speech, perhaps, the content

and Devanagari.

of Vedas were getting diluted.
Typeforms gradually change, rather evolve,
Since Vedas had to be pronounced correctly,

with culture. What I also understand is that the

Brahmi, the phonetic script was born. If you see, the

typeforms change because of the medium too.

Arabic and Graeko-Roman forms are derived from

And on the Web, the Kannada script has to make a

pictograms or ideograms. The Indian letterforms are

Challenges
1. The Kannada script is curvy and right decisions

4. It is important not to waste too much time on

have to be taken when the forms are derived on the

research because there are enough projects done

pixel grid.

on south-indian scripts. So the project should build
upon those projects rather than starting from

2. Every akshara (letter) in the Kannada script

scratch. This way the effective output will be one

can be categorized according to their basic forms

level up.

irrespective of the fact whether it is a vowel or a
consonant. (Thanks to Suresh, my guide, who had

5. Although, familiarity of the Kannada script

provided this important insight when Asutosh, my

helps, it is essential to base all designs on the right

senior, had presented an Oriya typeface in his jury.)

proportion of every akshara and negate self by
executing the understood task. To achieve that,

3. Compatibility is also a major issue. How would the

thorough understanding of letterforms is necessary.

Kannada typeface look on browsers?
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Letters are
things, not
pictures of
things.
Eric Gill, Type Designer
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Blog
A blog is essential when a student is working on such

is recorded forever on the web. People doing such

an extensive project. This helps record thoghts as

kind of work around the world may benifit from the

and when they pop in the mind, which may lead the

thoughts/resources shared in this blog.

student to take effective decisions.
This is not a new concept. Many design students
It also, in a way, makes sure that documentation

maintain a blog when they are working on a project.

of the process is done during the project period.

I just thought it would be useful.

Documenting the project after the project is may be
just another ritual. Regular updating of a blog helps

And if anybody asks you about your project or

track the project too.

something, direct them to your blog.  I am also
thinking of the making a small-sized publication at

It also gives the guide an opportunity to share his/

the end, if time permits, by editing the content of

her thoughts. This way the student-guide interaction

this blog and using it.
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Text rendered on Yahoo! Kannada
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Inspiration = Conversation with my mother
Mother: What are you doing?
Me: I am reading news on Yahoo Kanndada, online.
Mother: Yahoo Kannada? Oh!
Me: Yahoo offers Kannada content now.
Mother: Let me try reading, too.
Meanwhile I observe her reactions...
Mother: Seems like they are still working on the
page. The text looks rough and not smooth. It is
uncomfortable to read.
Me: Would you use Yahoo if the letters are smooth
and text is comfortable to read?
Mother: Maybe . . .
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Background
Over 35 million people worldwide speak the

There is a limit to which a type can differ from its

language, Kannada. The first written record in the

accepted skeleton before it becomes uncomfortable

Kannada language is traced to 230 BC. Today, the

to read.

Kannada language is written using the Kannada
script, which is curvy.

When a type is designed, two main aspects, legibility
and elegance, should be looked at. It is essential for

The Kannada script has entered the Web medium.

someone who knows the language and is familiar

Recently, content providers, such as Yahoo, Google,

with the script to design a typeface.

Microsoft, and AOL, are looking at local content as
the solution to reach out to specific user groups.

Readability is the main concern of text appearing in
large volumes on the screen.
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Objective

Process

To derive
Kannada letter
forms for the
computer screen
by decisively
laying pixels

01. Understanding Kannada script
02. Understanding the technology
03. Case Studies: Analyzing existing screentypes
04. Hand drawn analysis of character set
05. Analyzing and marking peculiarities of the
       script with respect to grid
06. Defining design criteria
07. Categorizing the aksharas according to the
       forms and proportions
08. Preliminary sketches
09. Recording design guidelines
10. Design
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An example of a form family

ಏವಮಇಞಪಫಷಘ

Categorization
Two semesters back, Letter Design course was

The handout especially talks about categorization of

making sense to me, since I was interested in type

Marathi script by Dr Bhagvat. The study is interesting.

design. But now it really makes a lot of sense.  Tarun

The categorization he has done is phenomenal

had given us a few handouts. One such handout was

considering there is very less information available

‘Analysis of the Devanagari script’. Back then I had

on the graphic anlysis of Devanagari script.

read it. Now when I went thought the article, some
very important points in the handout has given a
direction for my project.

76 pt Tunga

An example of dynamics of a form family
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Derived forms
Independent forms

Categorization table
Now for my benefit I am fine-tuning Dr Bhagvat’s

Please refer to the image right at the beginning of

process of categorization. For now I will start in his

the post. I have decided to categorize the Kannada

footsteps, but I will change the process according to

letters into three categories — Base (Parent forms),

the peculiarities of the Kannada script. As thought

Derivatives (Derived from parent forms), and

earlier, I am going ahead with categorization of

Independent (Unique forms).

Kannada lettes based on form. This exercise will
make my life much easier when I have to design the
letter set.
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Metaphor
Another challenge was to take all the base forms and
see if I would be able to relate something with each
one of them.

Now, how would this help me design a type? Maybe
it doesn’t help me. But that was my way of looking
at aesthetics. I mean if the form has to look really
beautiful, beyond good proportions and legibility, it
has to be related to the aesthetic form in our mind.

. . . beyond good proportion and
legibility, the typeform has to relate
to the aesthetic forms in our mind.
Although I struggled a lot to figure out the metaphors
with some help from Asutosh and Armeen since they
don’t know the language and can’t relate to the script.

For me this exercise was tough, for these reasons:

1. Whenever I used to think of a letter, I used to think
of the image that is usually associated with the
sound. For instance, in Engish, When I say ‘A’ you will
think of apple. Now that is based on the sound. But
can we think of an image with the form?

2. I am exposed to script too much. And that is in a
way, sometimes works against. You are so familiar to
forms you treat them as text and you try to change
the structure accordingly. But there needs to be an
objective base to build a letter set and not intution.

3. Asutosh provided this insight: “Why don’t you try
gerometric forms? I mean, use circles and squares.”
10
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Maybe you will be able to look at proportions
mathematically, rather than going by a few hand
written examples.” Suddenly everything fell in place.
I knew what direction I should take.

4. Dr Bhagvat suggests that categorization of the
letterforms can also be done according to: (i) The size
(ii) Simplicity (iii) Motion/stroke/angles (iv) Endings/
flourishes (v) Anatomy
Baby (on its back)
5. Dr Bhagvat has also studied characteristics of
Coconut

Devanagari. And his analysis is comprehensive,
although debatable. But I also need to study the
characteristics of the Kannada letterforms. It will

Snake

help me when I start constructing the letterforms.

At this moment, the stuggle is to understand
Squirrel

proportions. Not much standardization has been
brought about in the Kannada script.

Betel leaf

Swan

Unicycle

Butterfly

Cashew fruit

Sheep head

Caterpiller

Metaphorization of typeforms

11
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The letter ‘ಅ’ (Geometric construction, Dec ‘08)

Structure
The geometric construction has enhanced the look

Skeleton of the letteform will have a structure

of the base letterforms. They now look serene. And

that helps gain legibility even before the weights

proportions are maintained.

are stuffed into the structure. Once the skeleton is
perfect, it is just a matter of choice to place different

Another interesting thing (once again the

weights around the defined structure.

thought borrowed from Dr Bhagvat’s process of
categorization) is that every letterform will have a

With this exercise, I have learnt these things:

specific unit based on the width.
1. Place letterforms under specific width. Categorize
Take a look at the construction of skeleton of the

letterforms based on the width  too. And if needed,

base letterforms. These are intial sketches.

create one’s own unit for width. I have used Graphical
unit. One graphical unit being 1 cm. Most letterforms

There are many reasons why skeleton should be build
upon first.
12
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The letter ‘ಉ’ (Geometric construction, Dec ‘08)

2. The logic behind curves in all letterforms can be

5. Why geometry? Because symmetry comes into play.

repeated to control too many variations. So the

And symmetry definitely works on the screen. And

circles that help construct one base letterform may

I am sure I will have tough time dealing with these

help construct another letterform without increasing

forms on the screen grid.

the radius of any of the circles.
6. Using graph sheets as medium to plan the
3. If the solution to the problem is right, then it has

construction is recommended. I am using a basic

to be beautiful too. Just solving a problem, in type

Camlin compass to create circles of specific radius,

design, is no more a challenge.

a blue leaded pencil to mark the centerpoints of the
circles and to draw diagonals that help decide the

4. Before constructing letterforms, clarity can

form of most letters, and a charcoal pencil to extract

be achieved by creating thumbnails of the trial

the form out of the construction.

constructions. Then based on the analysis of
thumbnails, final constructions can be carried out.
13
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68 pt Tunga

An example of explicit thrust points, in this case, the horizontal bars

68 pt Tunga

An example of implicit thrust points, in this case, at the base

Redability
The Kannada script can also be categorized

in readability. At the end of the day, although each

according to the thrust and movement of each

letter is legible, it will co-exist with other letter.

letterform.

So there has to some kind of a hint for the eye to
smoothly accelerate through text.

In an Indic letterform, there is a dominant feature
and a sub-dominant features. And I had exactly the

There are two kinds of thrust: (i) explicit thrust and

same criteria to categorize the letters according

(ii) implicit thrust. The explict thrust can be seen

to the form. But now there is another insight that

dominant in the Devanagari script. The Devanagari

was provided by a language expert, Dr Vidwans, a

letterforms hang like fruits from the topbar. The

professor at National Institute of Design.

Roman letterforms have strong base. And it seems,
Oriya scipt is the most balanced.

There is something called ‘Thrust’. Yes and that is a
very important aspect in type design, especially in
Indic type design. To explain it plainly, Thrust helps
14
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Gaganachukki: Kannada typeforms that the computer can easily byte or chew

Visual Grammar
In Kannada script few letters have top bars and

look at the soul of the typeface. And try to see how I

others don’t. So I need to work on the visual grammar.

very implicitly place the soul in each letterform.

Each letterform has to be seen with respect to forms
of other letters.

I would like to share more when I reach that stage. As
of now, this is my design process:

Right now, I am working on the skeleton of the

(i) Construction of base and independent letterforms

Kannada letterform. I am looking at letterforms as

(ii) Creating a visual grammar

lives since we seem them all around. We intearct with

(iii) Placing soul in each letterform

them constantly.
In the image above, you can see that the forms are
The reference to living being helps. Skeleton helps

designed to feed the computer. They are designed

consolidate the design criteria such as proportion,

for pixel grid. And when you are trying to hint the

size, movement, and balance. Then I need to add

typeface it is easier to assess which pixel to switch on

body parts and give it a shape. And then I need to

or off.

15
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E

A

C

D
B

6
5
1
7

2
4
3

Proportions, Movement, Counterforms, and Structure
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Insights
Suresh, my guide, was quite happy with the
geometric construction of the letterforms. But he
wasn’t entirely satisfied with it.

These were his insights:

(i) Complex to simple
Yes, once i categorized the letters based on the basic
form. I have to now choose any three letters which
are really complex. When I say complex, it has to be
a combination of curves, multidirectional strokes,
more than two points of thrusts, and maximum
width. So when I set them right I would be able to
come up with a better ’design criteria’.

(ii) Structure follows form or the other way around
Balance is key.  I am creating a structure and placing
the letterforms inside the structure. This way I may
not be able to innovate. There is another approach..
I can bring in spontaneity into the froms. But this
approach may be complicated because I need to
standardize the grid. So I need to use both the
approaches and create a design criteria based on the
analysis from both approaches.

(iii) Look at letters as pure forms
I have been looking at letters as forms. But I need to
really look at them as images. To gather some kind
of an insight that would drive the design. I would be
able to that with some sketches of the letterforms.

Build the grid around forms,
rather than forcing them into
specific grids.

17
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Outline of selected freehand forms

Freehand Explorations
Quoting what my guide, Suresh, says, ”It is important

The constraints here are the height and the weight.

to work on the freehand letterforms and then define

This way, it is possible to find the natural form. And

a grid, rather than forcing the letterforms in a grid.

the amazing part is that during this exercised one

This way one can be innovative.”

notices peculiarities of the script. Such peculiarities
should be recorded since they provide valuable

I completely agree. Some issues that need to be

insight into making the face interesting.

addressed at this point are:
Too much of standardization can also kill a script.
(i) How much a letterform can be stretched with

When drawing every letter, it has to be drawn devoid

respect to its skelton

of how the forms of the other letters. This way one

(ii) Legibility is also a key issue

will be able to retain the purity of every letterform.

(iii) Proportion
(iv) Width

18
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Good lettering . . . is not self
expression but complete self
negation in the service of a
correctly understood task.

Selecting letterforms

Jon Tschichold, Type Designer

made. To select a letterform one needs to be aware

Selecting a letterform from the explorations is a
crucial stage again. This stage is where a type is

of these factors:

(i) Intution
Intution is essential. But intution alone is not
enough to select a perfect from out from the rest.
Intution will only act as a pointer. A type designer
has to analyze those pointers. Intution may point to
more than one letterforms. As a type designer, one
has to measure the qualities of the forms. Here the
artist exits.

(ii) Scale
A mathematician enters. The letterform can be
analyzed based on these factors: size, simplicity,
motion, strokes, angles, endings, flourishes, links,
lines, loops, circles, fly-wheels, pegs, breaks, and
dots. And a type designer has to see all this in every
letterform before selecting the one that best suits
the need. The mathematician exits.

(iii) Sensitivity
A surgeon enters. With utmost care, every letterform
has to be disected and categorized under a family.
Again when a type designer is categorizing, he or she
may use self-defined criteria. Here the scope of work
just moves beyond letterforms. The surgeon exits.

(iv) Embracing
A critic enters. This is the stage where a type
designer will embrace a letterform and maybe
take it further than expected. At this stage, every
letterform becomes an insight.

19
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Vector Outlines
At this stage, when the outlines are drawn on
computer, there is scope of manipulating the
common characters in all letterforms so that it
becomes easier when constructing the type.

When you actually see the letterforms placed in
a line, a type designer can see the stress or thrust
keylines. Such keylines enhance redability. Every
letterform will adhere to at least two keylines.

Vector outlines

Keylines

20
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Pixel forms
At this stage, a type designer has to resist
manipulation. It is tempting to actually start
deriving the final forms at this stage. But that again
will hamper the output. It is essential that a type
designer works merely as a copy artist.

Extraction of pixel forms
In the above image, you can notice:

(i) How the hand drawn letter, now vectorized, is
placed on the pixel grid. The thrust keylines (in pink)
are clearly defined.
(ii) How the pixel form is derived behind the
vectorized form
(iii) How the pixel form behaves with just the support
of grid
(iv) How the pixel form behaves without the support
of grid or the vectorized form
(v) How the pipel form behaves in the actual size

At this stage, as a type designer, you need to go
back and see if the form is balanced. At this stage,
one can vaguely touch upon aesthetics too. It is
also important to see how it renders in actual size
because at the end of the day user interacts with the
actual size.

21
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Keyline guides
At this stage, the keyline guide is well defined. It
becomes a line of control. It commands the way one
letterform interacts with the other. There has to be
harmony at every stage. When two different base
forms are placed together, there has to be some
common elements that drive the eye through a
webpage full of text.

Every letterform will find a home inside this keyline
guide and they co-exist even though they look
diverse in terms of their origin.

The ‘keyline guide’ will be finetuned and detailed
after the study is done on the existing Kannada
typefaces on the web and the categorization of
forms.

Working version of the ’keyline guide’ will be defined
just before the defining the design criteria. Keeping
the keyline guide open to changes, in a way, brings
flexibility in the process.

Base and independent letterforms adhering to the guides

22
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‘9 Pixel’ Chukki

Kagunitha

Ottakshara

The ‘7 Pixel’ challenge
The process shared in this document can be applied

‘7 Pixel’ Chukki would look more compact. A lot more

to create Kannda type at various pixel sizes. Premier

text can be fit into the column. Since it requires

Kannada online resources, such as Yahoo and MSN,

less leading, one would be able to fit few more

use the text as small as 6 pixel.

lines with the ‘7 Pixel’. It is tough to imagine until
the whole alphabet set is created at a certain size

After enough analysis of the size of the Kannada

and simulated on a browser to see how it actually

typeface used on the Web, I concluded that only with

renders on the monitor.

7 pixels x-height, one would be able to do justice to
the Kannada letterforms.

‘7 Pixel’ is also an ideal size for any other devices
with lesser resolution and smaller screens. For

And it would be an irrational decision to actually

instance, an handheld mobile or a palmtop would be

create weights at this size. We need to seriously

glad to showcase this kind of a size. So let us see the

think about the weight system for the Web.

birth of the ‘7 Pixel’ Chukki.

23
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‘7 Pixel’ Chukki

Unicode
In text processing, Unicode takes the role of providing

contains precomposed versions of most letter/

a unique code point — a number, not a glyph — for

diacritic combinations in normal use.

each character. In other words, Unicode represents
a character in an abstract way and leaves the visual

The Indic scripts such as Kannada and Hindi are

rendering (size, shape, font or style) to other software,

each allocated only 128 code points, matching the

such as a web browser or word processor.

ISCII standard. The correct rendering of Unicode
Indic text requires transforming the stored logical

Unicode includes a mechanism for modifying

order characters into visual order and the forming

character shape and so greatly extending the

of ligatures out of components. Some local

supported glyph repertoire. This covers the use of

scholars argued in favor of assignments of Unicode

combining diacritical marks. They get inserted after

codepoints to these ligatures, going against the

the main character (one can stack several combining

practice for other writing systems.

diacritics over the same character). Unicode also
24
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Proposed changes in Unicode Standards for Indic scripts - Kannada

Unicode standards
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Diacritical marks
A diacritic or diacritical mark is a small sign added
to a letter to alter pronunciation or to distinguish
between similar words. The term derives from Greek
(diakritikos, “distinguishing”).

“Diacritic” is both adjective and noun, whereas
“diacritical” is only an adjective. Many diacritical
marks are often called accents.

A diacritical mark can appear above or below a
letter, or in some other position. Its main usage is
to change the phonetic value of the letter to which
it is added, but it may also be used to modify the
pronunciation of a whole word or syllable, like
the tone marks of tonal languages, to distinguish
between homographs, to make abbreviations.

A letter which has been modified by a diacritic may
be treated as a new, individual letter, or simply as
a letter-diacritic combination, in orthography and
collation.

This varies from language to language, and in
some cases from symbol to symbol within a single
language.
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Simulation

Rendering of the Kannada type on Yahoo

In the above image, you can see that the text

Whereas, in the image below, you can see how

rendered on Yahoo has a lot of inconsistencies. Some

Chukki is being simulated. Chukki has been bred for

forms are not legible. There are lumps of pixels in

Web. Since enough work is put into translating the

some forms creating spots. To know more, please

Kannada letterforms for the Web, it works. Chukki can

refer to Appendix 1.

be translated to various mediums.

Rendering of ‘7 Pixel’ Chukki
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Amazon Kindle (Front)

Directions: Indic scripts on Amazon Kindle
One of my dream projects is to work for Amazon

In a few years, it will be released in India. There is a

Kindle. Currently it is compatible only for books

tremendous opportunity to work on Indic typefaces

authored in English language. It was released in

for this Kindle. It is challenging to understand a

November 2007 in the United States.

particular technology and then design for it. It is
important for type design students to work on fresh

It is considered to be the future of reading. Kindle’s

mediums, such as Amazon Kindle. New mediums  

display doesn’t work like an LCD backlit display. Its

allows the students to design their own process for

unique display technology, which is called e=paper,

deriving letterforms.

has got rave reviews from critics.
Kindle is going to save a few trees in future, so

28

As of now, it provides two fonts — PMN Caecelia

spending some time on bettering it would make

(Serif) and Neue Helvetica (Sans Serif). It is only

sense. So if you are a design student wanting to

capable of displaying 4 levels of greyscale.

design type, then work with Amazon Kindle.
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Directions: Hintable typeface
Keeping the Chukki structure as a base an hintable

If you look at the sample below, you can see how

typeface can be designed. I am in the process of

Chukki takes shape into pixel forms of 10 Pixel, 9 Pixel,

desiging the hintable version of Chukki called

and 8 Pixel. Chukki is designed in 7-Pixel x-height. I can

‘Gaganachukki’ (Beyond the objective).

now conclude happily that the process designed to
derive letterform for the Web is working.

‘10-Pixel’ Chukki

‘9-Pixel’ Chukki

‘8-Pixel’ Chukki
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Inferences
I would like to share a few thoughts that were crucial

(iii) It is crucial to design typefaces for specific

to design any Indic typeface.

mediums than adapting one typeface into many
mediums. Every type should be born out of a need.

(i) Chukki, at the moment, stands not just as a bitmap
Kannada typeface, but also as a system which can be

(iv) Although this project itself seems outdated,

applied to derive any forms for the Web.

when you consider the age of the internet and
the computer, it was a great learning experience

(ii) The project also raised issues such as the influence

to understand the medium and working with it.

of the Latin type design process on the Indic type

Anyways, it is a small contribution from a design

design. It is crucial for Indian type designers to

student to the Indic type designers’ community.

discover their own systems of type process which can
be encoded from the culture and things around us.

(v) Technology should befriend type. There is a

When desiging type always envision the impact.

tremendous scope of innovation here.
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Appendix i: Intensity
Inconsistency in intensity is an issue with the type
rendering on the MSN Kannada or Yahoo Kannada
pages. In various places in the text one can see bunch
of pixels stacked together, which at times makes the
letterform illegible.

In simple words, some pixels are switched on and
some are switched off to attain such a result. For
instance, by switching off the corner pixels in a 3 x 3
pixel matrix, we can render a circle.

MSN Kannada

Yahoo Kannada

(Images zoomed at 400%)
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Appendix ii: Form
Usually, when a font that is designed for print is

What is perhaps shocking to see is that, in the image

hinted for a Web browser, some generalizations are

below, the letters are being treated beyond the

made. In the process, some forms become diluted.

knowledge of their structure. To retain the structure
of the letterform on the Web is challenging. By

For instance, you can notice in the image below,

various permutations and combinations, for every

that the x-height of Ga is reduced by one pixel and

letterform, a pixel-form that validates the structure

as a result it looks smaller than other letters. What

can be derived.

makes it worse is also the fact that the letter Ga has a
horizontal bar on the head. This becomes a negative
factor affecting readability.

MSN Kannada

Ga

Yahoo Kannada

(Images zoomed at 400%)
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Appendix iii: Thrust
Thrust lines enhance readability.

remaining thrust line, then it behaves like an island in
the text layout.

More than 3 thrust lines can only be achieved with a
minimum of 7-pixel x-height with the Kannada script.

For instance, the closed counter-form in La doesn’t

In the image below, you can notice that we are only

adhere to the bottom thrust line, therefore it becomes

able to derive 2 thrust lines.  It so happens that the

an island. Or for that matter, the horizontal stress in

letterforms that do not have a horizontal bar will only

Shi doesn’t adhere to the top thrust line.

have one thrust line. If the form doesn’t adhere to the

MSN Kannada

La

Shi

Yahoo Kannada

(Images zoomed at 400%)
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Appendix iv: Leading
Leading space is crucial for Kannada script because

For instance, in the image below, you can notice that

multiple conjuncts run below the line obliquely. To

the conjuncts are acting as intruders into the next

accommodate conjuncts the leading space has to be

line. In the first pointer, the conjunct is merging into

validated before the text is set.

the line, but in the second pointer, the conjunct is
getting squished.

The leading space in the MSN page is definitely less
far less than the ideal leading space. And the leading
space in Yahoo page is too much.

MSN Kannada

Yahoo Kannada

(Images zoomed at 400%)
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Appendix V: Kerning
Kerning is another aspect on the Web that is ignored.

To control Kerning during hinting is a challenge.

Every letterform needs some breathing space. And

Usually, a compromise is made, which eventually turn

just a bit of extra space may make it look like an odd

out ugly. Every letter is a person, with its own mind,

form out.

and accordingly we need to provide space for it to
function in a culture.

For instance, in the pointer the Anuswara should be
closer to the previous letterform rather than being
closer to the next letterform. It is also important to
define kerning for all letterforms.

MSN Kannada

Anuswara

Yahoo Kannada

(Images zoomed at 400%)
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Appendix iv: Leading
Emphasis can be achieved by various typographic
styles. In this image below, you can see that a
bolder version of the Kannada type looks messy. It is
nothing but a lump of pixels on the screen.

Kannada script isn’t so flexible on screen to attain
different weights since the counter-forms are
complex and they vary with every letterform.
Hinting a bolder version of a Kannada font may ruin
both legibility and readability.

Emphasis through color seems the only other option
available for emphasis. A bolder version of the
type has to be designed pixel by pixel for the Web.
When designing a bolder version there should be a
constant validation of form, width, and proportion.

If you consider the concept of weight system for
Indic script, it seems irrational. Indic scripts can’t
be visualized in bold or italics. For us to derive
alternative system, that helps us to achieve the
effect of the Roman weight system.

MSN Kannada

Yahoo Kannada

(Images zoomed at 600%)
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